
Today's Work
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FortressBot  is the robot can throw the object. Learn the origin and the principle of 

a ballista that was used in ancient times. Have a contest to break down the tower made out 

of piled up the paper cups. 

▶ Fortress gun : Fixed defensive canon at fortress

▶ Ballista : A device that shoots stone in ancient times
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Robot Story
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•••Ballista•••

A ballista is a weapon that is made for the siege warfare and was used in ancient 

Greece and Rome. It was invented by Archimedes who was the mathematician and 

usually was used to support the soldiers who climb up the fortress wall to open 

or break the enemy’s gate.

<A ballista using Elasticity>
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The principle of the ballista is same as the catapult in mechanical structure. The 

power of the ballista and the catapult is the force of restitution of the rope that 

is tied and twisted to both poles. It is same principle as a pen spins because of 

the force of restitution of a rubber band when winding up  the pen after tying 

it between the rubber band. When a stick tied up in ropes turns back, it pulls 

the bowstring. So the stone on bowstring flies. The rope used in the ballista 

required elasticity like a rubber band. A rubber band only has history of 100 

years so the horsehair, tendon of an animal or human hair were used to get the 

elasticity. 

The biggest and strongest ballista was a trebuchet that was invented in 3rd 

century. This ballista used theory of lever to shoot the cannon ball.

The pendulum was positioned under the ballista. When the pendulum pulled up 

and down, the top of barrel of the cannon got pulled up so the ballista could 

shoot the stone.Usually the stone was used for the pendulum putting in the 

triangle box. The pendulum gets heavier, the ballista gets more power. A drop 

of this pendulum made a hole of 2~3m in deep. This huge ballista had stronger 

power with heavier pendulum however also had disadvantages such as difficulty 

in pulling up and taking much time to shoot due to heavy pendulum.

Is your FortressBot used elasticity of rubber band or used theory of lever?

FortressBot
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Assembling
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1

2

3

  Assemble the DC motor

  Assemble the DC motor to the main frame

  Assemble the support
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4

5

6

  Assemble the motor frame to the CPU

   Assemble the CPU to the main part

  Assemble the receiver

FortressBot
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Assembling
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7

8

9

  Assemble the servo motor

  Assemble the servo motor to the main part

  Assemble the battery case
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10

11

12

  Assemble the cap nut

  Assemble the wheel

  Assemble the prop 1

FortressBot
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Assembling
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13

14

15

  Assemble the prop 2

  Assemble the prop 3

  Assemble the prop 4
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16

17

18

  Assemble the prop 5

  Assemble the prop to the servo motor

   Connect the cable

FortressBot
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Set the starting point of the servo motor

• Function : Setting the starting point of the servo motor for FortressBot

• Application :  Check the OUT Port connected to the servo motor and set the 

suitable degree with range of 0~214 

Follow me!
Set the starting point of the servo motor chip to put the things on a robot.

[Position of starting point] [Radius of Rotation]

Program
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Follow me!

Follow me!

set the servo motor chip to throw the thing.

Set the servo motor chip to throw the thing and get back to the original position.

FortressBot
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Operation
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Make a robot throw the thing when 

No.5 button is pressed.

Make a robot move forward when 

pressing No.1 move backward with 

No.2, turn left with No.3 and turn 

right with No,4 button.

1 2
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Make a robot turn left while moving 

forward when pressing No.1 and 

No.3 and turn right while moving 

forward with No.1 and No.4.

Have a contest who breaks many 

piled paper cups.
3 4

FortressBot
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What did you learn?

Homework signature

100

●               

●               

1. Match the “DC motor”and “servo motor” with relevant explains.

●               Can control the 

speed.

●                                          Easy to control the 

position.

●                                            Fast battery 

consumption.

●                                            
Can rotate 

360°.

●                                            

Used in a printer, 
a DVD, a camcorder, 

a CCTV and 
a camera.  
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